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By Mr. Backman, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 296) ol

Jack H. Backman and John A. Businger for legislation relating to land
use and nuclear fission power plant safety. Energy.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-nine,

An Act relating to land use and nuclear fission power

PLANT SAFETY.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

2 amended by inserting after section 69R the following six (6)
3 sections.
4 Section 695. The General Court hereby finds and declares
5 that;
6 a) nuclear fission power plants have had and may continue
7 to have a profound effect on the planning for, and the use
8 of, large areas of the Commonwealth, as have the transporta-
-9 tion, reprocessing, storage, and disposal of nuclear fuel and

10 radioactive waste products created by said plants; and
11 b) substantial questions have been raised concerning the ef-
-12 feet of nuclear fission power plants on land use and land use
13 planning, as well as on the public health and safety, including
14 but not limited to: the performance of such plants, with at-
-15 tendant economic, security, health, and safety consequences;
16 the reliability of said plants’ emergency core cooling systems;
17 the security from earthquakes, acts of God, theft, sabotage,
18 and the like of such plants and the systems of transporting,
19 reprocessing and disposing or storing of the wastes created by
20 said plants, and the state of knowledge regarding ways to store
21 safely or adequately dispose of the radioactive waste products
22 produced by these plants for the necessary thousands of years.
23 Section 69T. Nuclear fission power plants and related fadl-
-24 ities and activities shall be permitted land uses in the Com-

1 Section 1. Chapter 164 of the General Laws is hereby
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25 monwealth of Massachusetts and considered to be reasonably
26 safe and susceptible to rational land use planning, and may be
27 licensed by state or local agencies, and may be constructed in
28 the state only if all of the following conditions are met:
29 (a) after one year from the date of the passage of this
30 measure, the liability limits imposed by the federal govem-
-31 ment are removed, and full compensation assured, either by
32 law or waiver, as determined by a Massachusetts court of com-
-33 petent jurisdiction, subject to the normal rights of appeal, to
34 permit full compensation of the people and businesses of Mas-
-35 sachusetts in the event of personal injury, property damage,
36 and economic losses resulting from escape or diversion of
37 radioactive materials at the site of any nuclear fission power
38 plant, and from escape or diversion of radioactive materials
39 in the transportation, reprocessing, and storage or disposal of
40 such materials from such plants; and
41 (b) after five years from the passage of this measure, if
42 the preceding condition has been met and
43 (1) the effectiveness of all safety systems, including but not
44 limited to the emergency core cooling system, of any nudear
45 fission power plant operating or to be operated in the Com-
-46 monwealth of Massachusetts is demonstrated by testing sub-
-47 stantially similar systems, to the satisfaction of the General
48 Court, subject to the procedures specified in Section 69W.
49 (2) the radioactive wastes from such plants can be stored
50 or disposed of during the period in which the waste material
51 remains harmfully radioactive with no reasonable chance, as
52 determined by the General Court subject to the procedures
53 specified in Section 69W, of intentional or unintentional escape
54 into the natural environment which will eventually adversely
55 affect the land or the people of the Commonwealth of Mas-
-56 sachusetts, whether due to imperfect storage technologies,
57 earthquakes or other acts of God, theft, sabotage, acts of war,
58 governmental instabilities, or whatever other sources the Gen-
-59 eral Court may deem to be reasonably possible.
60 Section 69U (a) If within one year from the date of the
61 passage of this measure the provisions of subsection 69T(a)
62 have not been met, then each operating nuclear fission power
63 plant and each such plant under construction as soon as it
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64 becomes operational shall be operated at no more than sixty
65 percent of the licensed core power level of such plant unless
66 and until the substance of said provision is met.
67 (b) If within five years from the date of the passage of this
68 measure the provisions of subsection 69T have not been met,
69 then each existing nuclear fission power plant and each such
70 plant under construction as soon as it becomes operational
71 shall not be operated at any time at more than sixty percent
72 of the licensed core power level of such plant, and shall there-
-73 after be derated at a rate of ten percent per year of the 11-
74 censed core power level of such plant, and shall not be op-
-75 erated at any time in excess of such reduced core power level
76 unless and until the substance of said provision is met.
77 Section 69V. The provisions of Section 69T and 69U shall
78 not apply to small-scale nuclear fission reactors used exclu-
-79 sively for medical or experimental purposes.
80 Section 69W. The determinations of the General Court made
81 pursuant to subsection 69T(b) shall be made only after suf-
-82 ficient findings and only by a two-thirds vote of each house.
83 (a) To advise it in these determinations, the General Court
84 shall appoint a Nuclear Advisory Group, comprised of con-
-85 cemed citizens and distinguished experts in the fields of nu-
-86 clear engineering, nuclear weaponry, land use planning, can-
-87 cer research, sabotage techniques, security systems, public
88 health, geology, seismology, energy resources, liability in-
-89 surance, transportation security, environmental science, oc-
-90 cupational safety and health, and other related fields. The
91 membership of this Nuclear Advisory Group shall represent
92 the full range of opinion on the relevant questions.
93 (b) To ensure full public participation in these determina-
-94 tions, the Nuclear Advisory Group shall solicit opinions and
95 information from responsible interested parties, and hold
96 widely publicized public hearings, and before making its find-
-97 ings, give full and adequate notice, and an opportunity to testi-
-98 fy and cross-examine witnesses to all interested parties and to
99 the general public, within reasonable limits of time.

100 (c) The Nuclear Advisory Group shall issue a final report,
101 including a minority report if necessary, containing its find-
-102 ings, conclusions, and recommendations. Such report shall be
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103 summarized in plain language and made available to the gen-
eral public at no more than the cost of reproduction.104

105 (d) All documents, records, studies, analyses, and the like
collected by the Nuclear Advisory Group shall be submitted to
the General Court for its use in making the determinations
specified in subsection 69T (b), and shall be made available
to the general public at no more than the cost of reproduction.

106
107
108
109
110 (e) No more than one-third of the members of said Nuclear

Advisory Group shall have, during the five years immediately
preceding their appointment, received any substantial portion
of their income directly or indirectly from any individual, as-
sociation, corporation, or governmental agency engaged in the
research, development, promotion, manufacture, construction,
sale, utilization, or regulation of nuclear fission power plants
or their components.
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118 (f) The members of the advisory group shall serve without

compensation, but shall be reimbursed for the actual and nec-
essary expenses incurred in the performance of their duties to
the extent that reimbursement is not otherwise provided by
another public agency. Members who are not employees of
other public agencies shall receive fifty dollars ($5O) for each
full day of attending meetings of the advisory group.
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125 (g) The advisory group may;
126 (Ij Accept grants, contributions, and appropriations;
127 (2) Create a staff as it deems necessary;
128 (3) Contract for any professional services if such work or
129 services cannot satisfactorily be performed by its em-
130 ployees;
131 (4) Be sued and sue to obtain any remedy to restrain viola-
132 tions of this title. Upon request of the advisory group,

the State Attorney General shall provide necessary133
134 legal representation.
135 (5) Take any action it deems reasonable and necessary to
136 carry out the provisions of this title.

Section 69X (a) The Governor shall annually publish, pub-
licize, and release to the news media, and to appropriate local
officials of affected communities, the evacuation plans specified
in the licensing of each nuclear fission power plant. Copies
of such plans shall be made available to the public upon re-
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142 quest, at no more than the cost of reproduction.
143 (b) The Governor shall propose procedures for annual re-

view by state and local officials of established evacuation
plans, with regard for, but not limited to, such factors as
changes in traffic patterns, population densities, and new con-
struction of schools, hospitals, industrial facilities, and the like.
Opportunity for full public participation in such reviews shall
be provided.
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Section 2. The Nuclear Advisory Group shall solicit the re-
ports, studies, data or other material collected by any Massa-
chusetts executive agency, or commission, or legislative com-
mittee, designed to study the safety or any other aspect of
nuclear fission power plants.
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Section 3. Amendments to this measure shall be made only
by a two-thirds affirmative vote of each house of the General
Court, and may be made only to achieve the objectives of this
measure.
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Section 4. (a) If any provision of this measure or the ap-
plication thereof to any person or circumstances is held in-
valid, or preempted by federal law, such invalidity or preemp-
tion shall not affect other provisions or applications of the
measure which can be given effect without the invalid or pre-
empted provision or application, and to this end the provisions
of this measure are severable.
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(b) If any provision of this measure cannot be given full
force and effect because it is preempted in whole or part by
federal law, that provision shall be treated as a resolution of
the people of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, expressing
their will regarding the subject matter of the provision.
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